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Abstract
Carbon-carbon multiply bonded systems are improperly described with standard
correlation methods and basis sets. For computations of vibrational modes, the out-of-
plane bends can be reported as imaginary at worst or simply too low at best. Utilizing
the simplest of aromatic structures (cyclopropenylidene) and various levels of theory,
this work diagnoses this known behavior for the first time. A combined 1-particle
and n-particle basis set effect conspire to produce these non-physical results. When
moving from sp2 to sp3 hybridization in the carbon atoms, the larger number of basis
functions overcorrects the energy. This is exacerbated by correlation methods. These
allow for occupation of the pi and pi∗ orbitals in the expanded wave function that
combine with the hydrogen s orbitals. As a result, the improperly described space
can be further and non-physically stabilized by post-Hartree-Fock correlation. This
represents a fundamental problem with at least Hartree-Fock based methods of all
flavors in describing carbon. Beyond being a flaw in quantum chemical theory, other
repercussions will be present in computations regarding spectroscopy as well as energy
and environmental studies where highly-accurate hydrocabon vibrational transitions
or thermochemical data are needed.
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Quantum chemical correlation methods cannot properly describe what happens to carbon
atoms as they bend out-of-plane from one another. The “best” electronic structure methods
have what appears to be a serious flaw for carbon, the building block of life and most
higher chemistry. For at least the past two decades, non-physical irregularities have arisen
in the computation of vibrational frequencies for hydrocarbons, specifically pi-bonded and
aromatic species. The out-of-plane modes exhibit this problem. None of the in-plane modes
seem affected1. This problem was first identified in correlated computations of harmonic
frequencies for C−C multiply-bonded systems that contain inversion symmetry, notably
ethylene, acetylene, and benzene2–4. Recently, this problem has been identified in C−C
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multiply-bonded systems that do not specifically contain an inversion symmetry operator in
its point group albeit not as extreme as those that do. Nucleobases are a prime example of the
former case5. The extreme example of this erroneous behavior is that often Møller-Plesset
perturbation theory at second-order (MP2)6 will produce imaginary harmonic frequencies
for out-of-plane bending (OPB) modes5,7,8. However, the problem is much more widespread
and less detectable than this would indicate.
Coupled cluster theory9,10 has been labeled as the most accurate and even “gold stan-
dard” of quantum chemistry, especially in its singles, doubles, and perturbative triples
[CCSD(T)] implementation11–13. The initial guess to the CCSD equations, necessary to
compute CCSD(T) or any response properties, is MP2. While the iterative procedure and
expanded wave function of CCSD improve the description of energetically-derived proper-
ties, the failure to describe the OPBs of hydrocarbons is still present and potentially more
worrisome since the errors are hiding in plain sight. Real-valued harmonic frequencies are
produced, though they may be too low in energy without any clear indication of being so
upon initial analysis.
Previous work has suggested the problem is related to a one-particle basis set inadequacy.
The suggestions have ranged from an imbalance between saturation in the spd space versus
including higher-angular momentum functions, to an intramolecular basis set superposition
error (BSSE), to a basis set linear dependency.3–5,7,8,14. To combat the problem, sugges-
tions of using “balanced” basis sets have been proposed such as versions of the correletion-
consistent basis sets or, especially, atomic natural orbitals (ANOs) instead of Pople basis
sets4. While the correlation-consistent basis sets for post-MP2 methods minimize the prob-
lem for harmonic frequencies, extrapolation to the one-particle basis set limit can still be
problematic14, especially for anharmonic frequencies1,15. ANO basis sets seem to improve
upon the correlation consistent basis sets for this problem, but non-physical behavior is not
completely absent4. Alternatively, explicitly including BSSE counterpoise corrections could
be included, but only if the proper fragments of the molecule are chosen, which can be ad
hoc and filled with guesswork14,16. Most recently, Samala and Jordan have suggested the
error in the OPBs is due to basis set linear dependencies8. They minimized the problem by
eliminating eigenfunctions of the overlap matrix with small eigenvalues.
However, such actions as any of these still appear to be simply treatment without diagno-
sis. The purpose of the present work is to show that the OPB error is still present and may
not be found until anharmonic frequencies are examined in C−C multiply-bonded systems
without inversion symmetry. Additionally, a hypothesis as to the origins of this phenomenon
is also offered.
Recent quantum chemical computations have pushed the accuracy of anharmonic funda-
mental vibrational frequency prediction to the 1.0 cm−1 level17–22. Such approaches for com-
puting the vibrational potential energy surface involve composite energy schema for quartic
force fields (QFFs). These accurate fourth-order Taylor series expansions of the internuclear
potential contain energies for complete basis set (CBS) extrapolations, core electron corre-
lation, and scalar relativity to give the so-called CcCR QFF23. This QFF is then coupled
to vibrational perturbation theory at second order (VPT2)24,25. Consequently, errors in the
OPB frequencies render these expensive computations ineffective for describing such modes.
The computation of accurate vibrational frequencies extends beyond spectroscopy where
highly-accurate determinations of thermochemical enthalpic data depend upon good anhar-
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Table 1: The c-C3H2 Anharmonic Vibrational Frequencies from Different Levels of Theory
and from Experiment.
Ar Matrix Exp.26 LHD27 CcCR MP2-F12/apVDZ MP2-F12/apVTZ HF/apVDZ HF/apV5Z(spd)
ω1(a1) C-H Symm. Stretch 3290.7 3290.9 3314.9 3314.2 3432.1 3437.8
ω2(b2) C-H Antisymm. Stretch 3256.5 3258.4 3280.3 3280.4 3392.1 3397.8
ω3(a1) C-C-C Bend/C=C Stretch 1629.9 1631.6 1622.0 1624.3 1745.6 1746.0
ω4(a1) C-C Symm. Stretch 1312.4 1314.2 1323.8 1327.5 1407.5 1413.8
ω5(b2) C-C Antisymm. Stretch 1093.1 1097.3 1095.5 1100.6 1180.4 1192.8
ω6(a2) Antisymm. OPB/Twist 995.7 997.5 996.0 1003.7 1083.8 1070.8
ω7(a1) H-C-C Symm. Bend 911.4 914.8 911.5 916.1 1001.4 1013.6
ω8(b2) H-C-C Antisymm. Bend 904.4 904.3 903.5 906.0 982.3 991.8
ω9(b1) Symmetric OPB 789.4 788.8 797.1 803.3 873.8 876.4
ν1(a1) C-H Symm. Stretch 3145.0 3152.6 3198.6 3194.4 3306.5 3310.1
ν2(b2) C-H Antisymm. Stretch 3123.5 3119.8 3151.0 3148.2 3271.3 3275.9
ν3(a1) C-C-C Bend/C=C Stretch 1600.2 1599.0 1594.3 1590.5 1717.4 1717.7
ν4(a1) C-C Symm. Stretch 1278.8 1279.4 1277.5 1288.9 1287.3 1377.2 1378.8
ν5(b2) C-C Antisymm. Stretch 1061.5 1063.0 1064.6 1066.8 1069.0 1150.9 1161.3
ν6(a2) Antisymm. OPB/Twist 976.3 952.1 974.8 922.6 1048.0 1058.9
ν7(a1) H-C-C Symm. Bend 886.4 889.2 887.2 889.1 878.3 972.7 982.3
ν8(b2) H-C-C Antisymm. Bend 882.2 873.9 878.9 872.3 958.5 961.2
ν9(b1) Symmetric OPB 787.4 776.0 753.2 782.4 731.2 838.2 835.9
monic vibrational and rovibratioanl computations. Furthermore, improper descriptions of
the pi cloud for the single element on which a majority of chemistry is based, carbon, are
troublesome at a fundamental level for practitioners of the theoretical chemistry arts since
robust, ab initio predictions are the ultimate goal of wave function theory development.
Cycloprenylidene (c-C3H2) is often called the simplest aromatic hydrocarbon since it
follows Hu¨ckel’s 4n + 2 rule with n = 0. However, CcCR QFF VPT2 computations on
the vibrational frequencies of c-C3H2 appear to possess the same behavior where an explicit
inversion center is not present. Table 1 gives the vibrational frequencies for c-C3H2 with
several different QFFs as well as argon-matrix experimental results26. Previous, high-level
computations have been examined at the harmonic frequency level to determine whether the
OPB issue is present for cyclopropenylidene27 and the fundamental frequencies have been
found to compare well with the available experiment. Hence, the Lee, Huang, and Dateo
(LHD) results from Ref. 27 are considered the standard for this study.
Clearly the symmetric OPB, ν9 of b1 symmetry in Table 1, is well described by the LHD
QFF since it produces a 776.0 cm−1 fundamental frequency with the experimental results at
787.4 cm−1 where a small shift compared to gas phase results is likely. The antisymmetric
OPB, ν6 of a2 symmetry, is likely similarly well defined by LHD at 968.6 cm
−1 but will have
no intensity for experiment to be observed due to symmetry. However, the CcCR results fall
short of these marks at 753.2 cm−1 and 952.1 cm−1 even though the other modes, especially
those involving the heavy atoms, coincide nicely. While the a2 mode is not as bad as the
b1 and will be spectroscopically dark, highly-accurate thermochemical computations require
proper descriptions. The main difference between the two approaches is that the earlier
LHD work is based upon CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ (apVTZ) energies further corrected for
core correlation and the present CcCR approach has the one-particle CBS extrapolation
giving it more basis functions. As a result, the CcCR a2 and b1 fundamental frequencies are
noticeably lower than the LHD values and are probably too low. They are not imaginary
but are artificially too low. The interesting and novel point here, however, is that the
CcCR harmonic frequencies do not suggest a problem – in this case it is strictly due to the
anharmonic correction. The LHD and CcCR harmonic frequencies differ by no more than
4.0 cm−1, but the anharmonic fundamentals for this simple, C−C multiply-bonded system
are clearly not performing as well.
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Figure 1: The symmetric (blue) and antisymmetric (red) OPB scans of c-C3H2 (with H2)
versus c-C3H4.
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Another solution for this problem besides seemingly arbitrarily clipping the basis set is
to use explicitly correlated methods, notably CCSD(T)-F12 or MP2-F1228. The explicit
treatment of electron-electron repulsion has a better chance of describing the proper elec-
tronic behavior than standard methods especially for vibrational frequencies15. While the
MP2-F12/apVDZ heavy atom modes are very well described with this seemingly simple yet
fortuitous Pauling point29, the harmonic frequencies for MP2-F12/apVTZ are nearly identi-
cal. This continues for the anharmonic frequencies, save for the ν6 and ν9 OPB fundamentals
where the larger basis, again, leads to improper stabilization of the OPB motion. Hence,
proper selection of basis set that a method can handle can reduce this concern, but such is
still merely treatment and not diagnosis.
The hypothesis of this work is that the very act of adding correlation is the culprit,
or in other words, this effect is a combined 1- and n-particle basis set effect. Hence, it
is a method AND basis set effect. In examining the CCSD wave function for c-C3H2, the
largest contributor to the singles is the delocalized occupied pi orbital being substituted by
the virtual pi∗ orbital containing a single vertical node. In other words, this contributor is
the particle-on-a-ring n = 2 ← n = 1 transition. Consequently, the OPB modes bring the
hydrogen s orbitals into constructive interference with both the n = 1 and n = 2 pi clouds
of the occupied and virtual orbitals.
In order to test how this affects the wave function, the potential of cycloprenylidene
is scanned in both OPB coordinates with CCSD(T)/apVTZ. Adding the constant of the
H2 energy to this scan energy allows for comparison to the same scan in the saturated,
nonaromatic c-C3H4 molecule which has no pi electrons (Figure 1). Initially, c-C3H4 is lower
in energy than c-C3H2 + H2 which is indicated by the negative relative energy. However,
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at 43◦, cyclopropenylidene becomes more favorable in the symmetric OPB (b1) and 51◦ for
the antisymmetric OPB (a2). As a result, the pi cloud interactions with the hydrogen s
orbitals stabilizes the OPB. As the displacement grows for higher derivative levels beyond
the harmonic level, the artificial overlap is enhanced. This behavior is further exaggerated
by the presence of the equally-favorable pi∗ orbital in the correlated wave function. Hence,
the actual act of including electron correlation as an expansion of the Hartree-Fock (HF)
wave function leaves the computation open to such overcorrection.
As a final test, non-correlated QFFs are constructed for c-C3H2 at the HF level with the
apVDZ and the apV5Z basis sets but with the latter only containing s, p, and d functions in
order to test the behavior of such orbital overlap for the valence orbitals. These values are
also contained in Table 1. The vibrational frequencies are nearly the same for each mode
between these two QFFs, and the b1 and a2 frequencies actually increase somewhat with
the larger basis set. As a result of the lack of correlation, the increase in basis does not
produce improperly treated OPB ν6 and ν9 fundamental frequencies as has been produced
with coupled cluster theory and MP2.
As a final test, computations with MP2 using the apVDZ and apV5Z (only s, p, and
d functions included) were performed for the harmonic frequencies since it has previously
been shown that saturating the spd space without including higher angular momentum
functions exacerbates the OPB issue3. In these calculations heinous errors are found, most
notably for the a2 mode where the MP2/apVDZ harmonic frequency is 945.6 cm
−1 and the
MP2/apV5Z(spd) harmonic frequency is 878.7 cm−1, further confirming the role of electron
correlation in the OPB error.
In summary, while pruning the basis set, utilizing ANO bases, or employing properly
weighted explicitly correlated methods can treat the problem of artificially lowered OPBs, the
diagnosis for the error appears to be fundamental to expanding post-HF wave functions. The
artificial lowering of the OPB energy for carbon-carbon pi bonded systems is the result of both
basis set and correlation effects. The model molecule c-C3H2 has no explicit inversion center,
and the CCSD(T)-based correlation-consistent basis harmonic frequencies are well-behaved,
but the inclusion of anharmonicity causes underestimates of the two OPBs. Reduction of
the basis set still exhibits this problem, but removal of correlation does not. Hence, coupling
between the 1- and n-particle expansions is creating the OPB problem.
By way of outlook, the root for this problem is that basis sets for carbon are built
around the ground electronic state of the atom which must be in atomic orbitals. However,
C−C multiply-bonded systems are sp2 hybridized. The simplest closed-shell, sp2 hybridized
hydrocarbon, methylidene (CH2), has an empty p orbital, but this is actually a low-lying
excited state roughly 0.5 eV above the triplet ground state which reverts to sp3 hybridization
with all orbitals containing at least one electron. Therefore, spin recoupling when going from
sp2 to sp3 hybridization, as is strongly present in OPB motions, is not properly treated.
This recoupling is a product of the electron density in the initial 2p carbon orbitals in the
sp2 hybridized atoms in planar or linear structures. As a result, more work within the
quantum chemistry community is required to develop basis sets that can properly represent
the orbital space contained once carbon atoms engage in multiple bonds with themselves.
Such will be required before pure ab initio data can be fully trusted for OPB mode frequencies
for pure hydrocarbons with applications stretching across spectroscopy, combustion, and
environmental science in addition to fundamental quantum chemical theory.
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The explicitly correlated methods described in this work utilize the MOLPRO 2015.1
program30; all else are from PSI431.
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